
4000 Essential English Words 1 - Word List
Word Part Translation
coach noun
control verb
description noun
direct adjective
exam noun
example noun
limit noun
local adjective
magical adjective
mail noun
novel noun
outline noun
poet noun
print verb
scene noun
sheet noun
silly adjective
store noun
suffer verb
technology noun
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Unit 14
Example collocation / sentences
head coach/ professional coach/ basketball coach
regain control of/ crowd control/control group
give a description/ accurate description/ job description
Are there direct flights from Nagoya to New York?
I’m reviewing for my final CE Reading exam.
give an example/ a typical example/ set an example
On most main roads the speed limit in Japan is 60 km/hr.
We grow vegetables for the local market.
a magical moment/ Disneyland is a magical place
When was the last time you sent mail overseas?
The last novel I read was Natsume Soseki’s I am a Cat.
draw an outline/ a clear outline/ outline maps
Basho was a very famous poet during the Edo period.
Saeko has printed out copies for all of us.
make a scene/ political scene/ behind the scenes
Do you have a blank sheet of paper?
bore sb silly/ scare yourself silly
I saw my friend Ayumi buying something from that store.
suffer a setback/ suffer a loss/ suffer the consequences
Are you comfortable using the latest communication technology?
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Syllable Pattern Word Family
O coach (v)
oO control (n), controlling (adj)
oOo describe (v), descriptive (adj)
oO direct (adv), direction (n)
oO examiner (n), examine (v)
oOo
Oo limit (v), limitless (adj)
Oo local (n), locally (adv)
Ooo magic (n/adj), magically (adv)
O mail (v)
Oo novelist (n)
Oo outline (v)
Oo poetry (n), poetic (adjective)
O print (n), printer (n)
O scenic (adj)
O
Oo silliness (n)
O store (v)
Oo suffering (n)
oOoo technological (adj), technologically (adv)
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